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Thoughts about food01
Thoughts can be specific phrases we have heard, like
"starving kids would appreciate that food, now eat it all up."

Though they be more general, like believing you must eat
everything off your plate at every meal whether you are
hungry or not.

Does it make you feel happy? Guilty? 

Our relationship with food can seem simple but below the
surface is complicated. 

Emotional eating, using food to manage your feelings, is a
behaviour that is learned and can be unlearned. 

These thoughts and feelings do not just appear out of no
where, they come from your past. Finding where they come
from help you to change them. 



Module 1

Why do you want to succeed?

Why?
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What will sucess bring to you?

Your reason to succeed needs to be stronger than your self sabotage,
write some points of why you should not cheat or sabotage your
success.



Module 1

Take a few minutes and think about food, it can either be a specific
food or generally of food.
Write down all thoughts and phrases that come into your head.
It can be memories, images, anything that you think of.

Food Brainstorm
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Module 1

Take an item from the brainstorm and write down the history of it,
print out as many of this page as you need

Food Memories

Item

Describe the memory
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Earliest memory of it

How does it make you feel?

Any insights about the memory



Module 1

Sample of a Family Model, you are in the middle, write influencers of
your thoughts and what they believed, how it influenced you.

Family Model Sample
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You

ParentsSchool

Siblings

Teasing for having 
dessert

Eat all your dinner, 
there are starving 

children
 Eat all your dinner or 
you don't get sweets

Cannot leave the 
table until you 

 eat 
everything

Unhealthy food choices

hiding food Eating too 
much

Teasing about size

pressure to eat quickly 
so they can have dessert

Pressure about 
being thin



Module 1

You are in the middle, write people who influenced your thoughts
towards foods and what they believed. 

Family Model
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You



Module 1

What were you taught
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When you think of your childhood, what role did food play in your family?

Write about any memories you have related to eating/food and love or
nurturing.

Write about any negative associations you have with food, ie. bad
memories.

When/if you use food to manage your emotions, what specific foods do
you use:

For sadness

For anger 

For fear

For stress/anxiety

When you are tired

Other



Module 1

Mood with specific food
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Feelings about food
 
Food 1

Food 2  

Food 3  



Module 1

Food diary
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Add a photo
of the meal

Date:

Meal:
 

How did you feel before you started eating?

How did you feel eating the food?

How did you feel after you finished?

Was there anything memorable about the meal?

Why did you choose the food you are eating?



Too many of us are not living our dreams
because we are living our fears

- Les Brown

I thank the past for making
me the person I am

The thoughts have served
their purpose

Mantra
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